
Mo Teeuw Workshop - Materials & Parking 
 

I don’t have any special colours (possibly Kings Blue) but I recommend people bring their usual 

colours/art materials. 
 

Paint 

Suggested colours - Cadmium Red, Cadmium Yellow, Lemon Yellow, Permanent Rose, Cobalt Blue, 

Ultramarine Blue, Burnt Umber, Burnt Sienna, Yellow Ochre, Titanium White 

Turps pot for oils - If we are oil painting in the hall - choice, wind or rain - Jane Hodgson will supply 

the least toxic thinner cheaply @ £1 for 100ml. It’s Bob Ross odourless thinner, please let her know. 

 

Boards for oils 

If buying cheaper canvas-covered boards, I suggest applying a couple of coats of Gesso. This will give 

a better ‘tooth’.  If you wish you can pre-prepare your own boards using mount board or 3.5mm 

MDF. Paint on a thick coat of Acrylic gesso, while still wet lay over linen fabric trimmed to size then 

apply a second coat of gesso. When dry, trim the edges and apply a final coat of gesso. Finally, stain 

the board with a warm colour of diluted oil. Experiment with different colours for a varied final 

result. Mount board works particularly well as it is light to carry but don’t work any larger than 10” X 
12” as it not very rigid. Applying fabric is not essential but is worth the trouble it takes. 
 

Watercolours and Acrylics 

Prepared watercolour paper (stretched or 400gsm paper unstretched). 

For acrylics, any gesso surface as above such as canvas, painting paper, or mountboard. 
 

Oils and acrylic 

Brushes, Rosemary & Co available online, are very reasonable. I recommend the Ivory range or the 

SAA acrylic brushes sizes 4, 6, & 10 flat and size 3 & 6 round. 
 

Watercolour 

Small pointed sable and a couple of larger squirrel mop brushes.  
 

Easel 

A lightweight easel would be ideal as it leaves both hands free. Royal Langnickel make a very 

lightweight one and it comes with a carry case. I often use a box easel as it will carry paints and 

brushes; it is a tad on the heavy side. I shall be using a pochade box that fixes onto a tripod. 
 

Accessories  

Large bag with pockets to carry all your equipment 

Viewfinder 

Chair if you like to paint sitting down. 

Pencils, Sketchbook, Camera 

Photos or source material in case of bad weather 

Kitchen roll 

Being optimistic I also suggest sun cream and sun hats 
 

Parking 

Near the seafront it probably has to be in the pay and display. Up near the WI hall it is on the roads 

around - by the church or the pub.  Postcode NR23 1EQ. Behind the YHA hostel. 

We are beginning near the sea by the Chandlers. If you’d like to drop your lunch off early (to put in 

the fridge) Jane will be at the WI hall. Please let her know. 

 


